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SUMMARY

Although various strategies have been developed for scheduling parallel applications with independent
tasks, very little work exists for scheduling tightly coupled parallel applications on cluster environments.
In this paper, we compare four different strategies based on performance models of tightly coupled parallel
applications for scheduling the applications on clusters. In addition to algorithms based on existing popular
optimization techniques, we also propose a new algorithm called Box Elimination that searches the space
of performance model parameters to determine the best schedule of machines. By means of real and
simulation experiments, we evaluated the algorithms on single cluster and multi-cluster setups. We show
that our Box Elimination algorithm generates up to 80% more efficient schedules than other algorithms.
We also show that the execution times of the schedules produced by our algorithm are more robust against
the performance modeling errors. Copyright © 2009 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Various efforts exist for scheduling parallel applications on multiple resources [1–7]. Some
parallel applications are loosely coupled [8–10] where the interactions among the parallel tasks are
negligible whereas some parallel applications are tightly coupled [11–15].
We define tightly coupled parallel applications as those that involve frequent heavy communi-

cations among parallel tasks. Applications containing routines for solving linear systems and fast
Fourier transforms (FFT) are typical examples of tightly coupled parallel applications [16–18]. We
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differentiate these from workflow applications [19,20] that have been successfully scheduled and
executed on multiple resources [21]. While substantive data transfers take place along the edges of
a workflow graph, the communications on an edge are not as frequent as the inter-task communica-
tions in tightly coupled applications and mostly occur once after the completion of an application
component. Hence, while loosely coupled and workflow applications achieve good performance
when executed across multiple clusters, tightly coupled applications exhibit poor performance due
to low-speed network links between the clusters. Thus, tightly coupled applications are typically
executed within a single cluster consisting of homogeneous machines.
In this work, we have devised, evaluated and compared algorithms for scheduling tightly coupled

parallel applications on a non-dedicated cluster consisting of homogeneous machines. Our algo-
rithms are also applicable for frameworks consisting of multiple clusters where machines within
a cluster are homogeneous while machines from different clusters can be heterogeneous. When
a tightly coupled parallel application is submitted to such a framework, our algorithms will be
invoked simultaneously on multiple clusters and the schedule of machines from one of the clus-
ters that gives the overall minimum execution time will be chosen for application execution. Our
algorithms use performance models that predict the execution times of parallel applications, for
evaluation of candidate schedules.
While many algorithms exist for scheduling loosely coupled parallel applications [8–10], very

few research efforts have focused on scheduling tightly coupled parallel applications [5,6,22]. The
existing algorithms for scheduling tightly coupled parallel applications are based on evolutionary
techniques including simulated annealing and genetic algorithm [22,23]. In this work, we propose a
novel algorithm called Box Elimination (BE) that searches the space of performance model param-
eters to determine efficient schedules. By eliminating large search space regions containing poorer
solutions at each step and using Roulette wheel-based mechanism, our algorithm is able to generate
efficient schedules within few seconds for even clusters of 512 processors. By means of a large
number of real experiments and simulations, we compared our algorithm with two evolutionary
algorithms, namely simulated annealing and genetic algorithm, and an incremental dynamic pro-
gramming algorithm. We show that our algorithm generates up to 80%more efficient schedules than
other algorithms and the resulting execution times are more robust [24] against performance model-
ing errors. The primary contributions of our work are development of a novel scheduling algorithm
and evaluation of algorithms for scheduling tightly coupled parallel applications on non-dedicated
clusters.
In the next section, we review the existing work on scheduling parallel applications. The per-

formance models of the parallel applications used by our scheduling algorithms are explained in
Section 3. In Section 4, we describe the various algorithms we use in this study. We also describe in
detail our Box Elimination algorithm. In Section 5, we present our simulation experiments and show
the comparison results. Section 6 gives the conclusions and Section 7 discusses the future plans.

2. RELATED WORK

Existing scheduling efforts can be classified based on the kinds of applications, the load environment
on the systems, the execution model, and the objectives of scheduling. The following subsections
discuss the existing work in different categories of scheduling.
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2.1. Job vs application-level scheduling

Most of the efforts on scheduling parallel applications consider job scheduling where the focus is
on reducing the average response time of a set of independent applications or jobs and in general,
maximizing the throughput of a system [1,5,22,25]. The schedulers developed for batch systems [1]
including PBS [26], and IBM Loadleveler [27] and the corresponding scheduling policies, namely
FCFS, conservative and EASY backfilling [28] employ job scheduling. The work by Shmueli and
Feitelson [2] considers a set of jobs in a batch queue and uses dynamic programming to pack the
jobs in a given set of processors to improve processor utilization and reduce the mean response
time and the mean slowdown of all jobs. The work by Kettimuthu et al. [25] proposes pre-emption
strategies and analyzes the impact of pre-emption of executing jobs on the average response times
of the jobs.
Application-level scheduling focuses on reducing the execution time of a single application.

Some efforts on application-level scheduling utilize task graphs of the applications that express task
precedence constraints and indicate the computation and communication requirements of different
parts of the applications [3,29,30]. The nodes of the task graphs are then allocated to the processors
based on heuristics such as assigning nodes of the longest path in the graph to processors with close
proximity. Building task graphs expressing precedence constraints for complex parallel applications
is non-trivial and hence cannot be adopted for a large number of parallel applications. Some
efforts use performance models that the predict execution times for parallel applications [4,23,31].
These performance models are used by optimization algorithms that search the space of candidate
schedules and choose the schedule with the minimum predicted execution time. Our work uses
application performance models or scheduling the applications on a set of processors. Our work
performs comprehensive analysis of different well-known optimization strategies and also proposes
a new strategy that can effectively use the characteristics of the performance models.

2.2. Single-site vs multi-site scheduling

Various existing efforts deal with scheduling in environments consisting of multiple sites or sys-
tems in which a parallel job submitted from a system can be executed on any of the local and
remote systems. These efforts can be generally classified into single-site and multi-site schedul-
ing. In single-site scheduling, a job is executed entirely within a single local or remote system. A
metascheduler, based on the load dynamics of the systems, chooses the system for executing the job.
In this paradigm, multiple systems are essentially used for job sharing. Abawajy and Dandamudi
[5] used a dynamic hierarchical scheduling policy to determine a cluster and the processors in the
cluster for job allocation. He et al. [22] developed techniques for scheduling a set of parallel jobs on
processors of a multi-cluster grid. They use a multi-tiered architecture comprising a metascheduler
called MUSCLE for allocating parallel jobs to different clusters and a workload manager called
TITAN at the single cluster level for scheduling in a cluster. TITAN employs genetic algorithm
to choose schedules for the jobs to minimize response times of the jobs and idle times of proces-
sors and to meet job deadlines. Similar to our work, their algorithm evaluates candidate schedules
using a performance prediction system called PACE [32]. Unlike our work, their scheduling ar-
chitecture and performance models are intended for dedicated systems. Our work also evaluates
various algorithms including genetic algorithm and shows that our Box Elimination (BE) algorithm
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yields better schedules than the genetic algorithm. The efforts by Subramani et al. [33] and Sabin
et al. [14] employ multiple simultaneous submission of a parallel job to different batch systems
to improve the response time of the job. When the job starts executing in one of the clusters, the
submissions to the other clusters are canceled. Sabin et al. [14] consider scheduling parallel jobs
in a heterogeneous multi-site environment, where each site has homogeneous clusters. Thus, their
scheduling environment is similar to ours. When a tightly coupled parallel application is submitted,
the application is scheduled to an individual site using a scheduling algorithm. They initially used
greedy algorithm and extended it to use multiple redundant requests for scheduling. However, in
their model, each job specifies the processor requirements. In our work, we choose the set of pro-
cessors for a parallel job, whereas, in their work, the individual clusters are space shared and local
scheduling at the clusters uses backfilling with FCFS policy. Our work deals with both space-shared
and non-dedicated clusters.
Some efforts deal with multi-site scheduling where an application execution spans across mul-

tiple systems. The efforts by Platt et al. [34] and Bal et al. [35] analyzed the impact of inter-
cluster speeds on the performance of parallel applications when executed across wide-area clusters.
The work by Ernemann et al. [36] analyzes the mean response times of synthetic applications
when executed across multiple clusters for different ratios of execution times of applications when
executed on a single local cluster and on multiple clusters. Their results show that multi-cluster
computing can yield improved response times due to the decreased queue waiting times as long
as the execution times due to multi-cluster computing do not increase more than 1.25 times the
execution times on local clusters. The work by Li [6] also deals with scheduling a set of parallel
jobs on multiple clusters. It uses a simplifying cost model that predicts the execution time across
multiple clusters in terms of computation-to-communication ratio of parallel applications and the
ratio of communication bandwidth within a parallel machine to the communication bandwidth
of inter-cluster links. They propose a minimum effective execution time algorithm that optimizes
their cost model by minimizing the number of clusters used for parallel application execution. The
work performs simulations for various fixed values of application computation-to-communication
ratios. In our work, we determine the characteristics of real parallel applications using performance
modeling techniques. Bucur and Epema have extensively studied the benefits of co-allocation of
processors from different clusters for job executions [37]. In their work, they analyze the impact of
using different scheduling policies, component sizes and number of components on co-allocation.
Using a large number of simulations with various workload logs, application characteristics and
inter-cluster speeds, they show that execution of multi-component jobs across multiple clusters can
reduce the mean response times of jobs and improve the processor utilization when the number of
components and component sizes are restricted.
In our work, we deal with single-site or single-system scheduling of parallel applications to

achieve job sharing. Our work does not consider multi-site scheduling or co-allocation since our
work is intended for tightly coupled parallel applications whose performance degrade when executed
across multiple clusters.

2.3. Dedicated vs non-dedicated execution

Many existing scheduling strategies consider dedicated environments for application execution
[1,25,29]. In these environments, scheduling decisions consider only the computation and
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communication characteristics of the application and do not consider the system and network
loads. Few efforts consider scheduling of applications in non-dedicated environments [7,23,38]. Grid
Harvest system [38] considers the arrival rate of jobs, machine utilization, service time and machine
capacity for scheduling applications. However, it does not consider the application’s communica-
tion and synchronization requirements, and hence is only suitable for applications with independent
tasks. The work by Yarkhan and Dongarra [23] uses the simulated annealing-based approach for
scheduling tightly coupled parallel applications on non-dedicated grids. Our work compares differ-
ent algorithms including simulated annealing for non-dedicated environments and shows by means
of experiments that simulated annealing-based techniques give inefficient schedules in many cases.

2.4. Type of parallel applications

Most of the existing efforts in scheduling parallel applications deal with independent tasks [8–10]
that do not consider the communication characteristics of the application and the communication
capacities and loads of the links in the system.
Recently, workflow applications have been widely deployed and scheduled on multi-cluster en-

vironments [39–42]. The work by Yu et al. [39] provides a taxonomy and a description of the
various workflow scheduling algorithms and compares the algorithms both in terms of time com-
plexities and ability to meet QoS constraints using the GridSim simulator. The work by Wieczorek
et al. [40] proposes a dynamic constraint algorithm for meeting two important criteria/objectives of
minimizing time and cost for execution. As described in Section 1, the communication requirements
of the workflow components are less frequent and less intensive when compared with tightly cou-
pled applications. Hence, scheduling strategies that have been developed for allocating the workflow
application components on different clusters cannot be used for tightly coupled applications due to
the higher frequency of inter-task communications in these applications.
There have also been efforts at scheduling a set of tightly coupled parallel applications on a set

of multiprocessor clusters [22,23,29]. Various effective algorithms exist for scheduling applications
with dependent tasks on a set of machines [29,43,44]. The input for these algorithms is a directed
acyclic graph (DAG) that represents the dependencies between the tasks of an application. As
mentioned earlier, constructing a DAG for a large-scale parallel application is non-trivial when
compared with using performance model equations for the applications. These equations can either
be supplied by the application developer or can be constructed automatically using profiling runs.

3. APPLICATION PERFORMANCE MODELS

In our previous work [45], we developed performance modeling strategies for predicting the exe-
cution times of tightly coupled parallel applications on non-dedicated homogeneous resources. We
calculated the time taken for the execution of a parallel application as:

T (N,P,minAvgAvailCPU,minAvgAvailBW)

= fcomp(N )

fcpu(minAvgAvailCPU) · fPcomp(P)
+ fcomm(N )

fbw(minAvgAvailBW) · fPcomm(P)
(1)
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where

• N : problem size or data size; P: number of processors;
• minAvgAvailCPU, minAvgAvailBW: represent the transient CPU and network characteristics,

respectively.
• fcomp, fcomm: indicate the computational and communication complexity, respectively, of the

application in terms of problem size;
• fcpu: function to indicate the effect of processor loads on computations;
• fPcomp: used along with computational complexity to indicate the computational speedup or

the amount of parallelism in computations;
• fbw: function to indicate the effect of network loads on communications;
• fPcomm: used along with communication complexity to indicate the communication speedup

or the amount of parallelism in communications.

The formula shown in Equation (1) splits the execution time of a parallel application into two
parts, fcomp and fcomm, for representing computation and communication aspects, respectively, of
the parallel application. This representation is useful for scheduling purposes since a scheduler can
allocate the appropriate CPU and network resources for the application based on the computation and
communication requirements, respectively, of the application. The scalability of the computational
and communication times with the increasing number of processors is represented by fPcomp and
fPcomm, respectively. Since, in most parallel applications, the execution times decrease with the
increase in number of processors, these functions are contained in the denominators. The increase
in CPU and network loads on non-dedicated systems increases the computation and communication
times, respectively. minAvgAvailCPU and minAvgAvailBW represent the inverse of the CPU and
network loads, respectively. Hence, the corresponding functions, namely, fcpu and fbw, are contained
in the denominators.
The formula shown in Equation (1) generalizes the parallel runtime equations of many parallel

numerical drivers that deal with memory-resident data [16,17]. For example, the parallel runtime
equation for an FFT application using binary exchange algorithm on a dedicated homogeneous
system is T = tc(N/P) log N + tm(N/P) log P , where tc is the time for a floating point operation
and tm is the transfer time for a unit message. Thus, the various functions of Equation (1) for the
parallel FFT application are: fcomp = N log N , fcomm = N , fPcomp = P and fPcomm = P/log P .
Since Equation (1) represents the parallel runtime for non-dedicated systems, it includes the effects
of CPU and network loads in fcpu and fbw, respectively. The values for tc and tm are determined
as model coefficients using a multi-phase linear regression procedure.
In order to calculateminAvgAvailCPU andminAvgAvailBW, we measure AvailCPU and AvailBW.

AvailCPU is a fraction of the CPU that can be used for the application and is inversely proportional
to the amount of CPU load. AvailBW of a link is the bandwidth on the link available to an applica-
tion. AvailBW is usually lesser than the link capacity and is inversely proportional to the network
load on the link. Network Weather Service (NWS) [46,47], a tool for forecasting system parameters,
was used for obtaining these values. During the training of the model functions for an application,
we measure AvailCPUs and AvailBWs on all processors and links involved in application execu-
tion at periodic intervals of time from the beginning to the end of the application execution. We
then calculate for each processor and link, AvgAvailCPU and AvgAvailBW, respectively. These are
the averages of the periodic AvailCPUs and AvailBWs collected during the application execution.
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Finally, we calculate minAvgAvailCPU and minAvgAvailBW values by finding the minimum of
AvgAvailCPU and AvgAvailBW values, respectively, on all processors and links. By considering
minAvgAvailCPU and minAvgAvailBW, we assume that the slowest processor and link used by the
application affect the overall execution time. This is true for many of the tightly coupled regular
parallel applications executing on homogeneous nodes in a cluster [16,17,48].
By using a multi-phase procedure, we evaluate various candidate functions for fcomp, fcomm, fcpu,

fbw, fPcomp and fPcomm using linear regression and choose a combination of functions that give
the minimum average percentage prediction error. By means of a large number of experiments with
different clusters and applications, we showed that our performance models gave highly accurate
predictions of execution times with a less than 30% average percentage prediction errors for all
cases. We also devised a strategy for scaling the coefficients of computational complexities for
predicting the execution time of a parallel application on a cluster using the performance models
developed for the application in another cluster. The details of the performance models, the modeling
procedure and the results can be found in our previous work [45].
The modeling techniques are intended for simple parallel application kernels, which are invoked

in complex parallel applications. These parallel kernels have single phase of uniform computations
and communications and are integral to many scientific applications. Equation (1) represents a
coarse-level model and does not include fine-level performance behavior of the applications includ-
ing computation–communication overlap, memory access stride and range, cache misses and the
corresponding system parameters including cache configurations and memory bandwidth.
For our problem of scheduling tightly coupled parallel applications on a non-dedicated or dedi-

cated homogeneous cluster, we use the performance model of Equation (1) for comparing various
candidate schedules and choosing the best schedule with the minimum predicted execution time
for the application. The minimum execution-time multiprocessor scheduling problem is known to
be NP-hard in its generalized form, and is NP-hard even in some restricted forms [49]. A brute-
force approach of evaluating all possible candidate schedules to choose the best schedule will
require nearly 2N evaluations for a cluster of N machines. Thus the brute-force approach be-
comes intractable even for moderately sized clusters. Hence, we propose heuristic algorithms for
determining the best schedule.

4. ALGORITHMS

In this section, we describe four algorithms for finding schedules of machines in a cluster for
execution of a parallel application with a given problem size. The first three algorithms are based
on popular optimization techniques while the last algorithm, the Box Elimination algorithm, is
our contribution. All of these algorithms use Equation (1) shown in Section 3 for evaluation of
candidate schedules in terms of the predicted execution times of the schedules. Timers are set in all
the algorithms by means of the alarm() function to make the algorithms time-tunable. This allows
the user of our scheduling codes to specify the duration of scheduling. The algorithms, at the point
of expiry of the timer, exit from their current operations and return the best schedules at that point. In
all our algorithms, max procs denotes the total number of available cores/processing units in the
cluster, out of which a set of machines is returned as the best schedule. In a cluster consisting of a set
of multi-core systems, our algorithms consider each core or a processing unit as a separate machine.
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Such a cluster has network heterogeneity since the communication speeds between the cores in
a system are greater than the communication speeds between the cores in different systems. The
performance of a tightly coupling application on such a cluster of multi-core systems is dictated by
the slowest link connecting the cores in different systems. Since our performance model considers
the minimum bandwidth corresponding to the slowest link using the minAvgAvailBW parameter,
considering a single core as a separate machine is adequate for our problem of scheduling tightly
coupled parallel applications. In a multi-cluster setup, the algorithms are invoked for each of the
clusters and the cluster that contains the overall best schedule with the minimum execution time is
chosen for executing the application.

4.1. Simulated annealing

Yarkhan and Dongarra [23] developed a simulated annealing-based algorithm for choosing a set of
machines for execution of a tightly coupled parallel application on a grid. This algorithm initially
generates a random schedule and perturbs the schedule at various steps. Poorer schedules with
higher execution times are accepted probabilistically based on a temperature value. We show the
algorithm in Figure 1. The algorithm by Yarkhan et al. used a simulator for the parallel application
as an objective function for search space exploration. We have modified the algorithm to use our
performance model of Equation (1) both as an objective function for comparison of schedules and
for generating the initial schedule of machines (lines 2–7).

4.2. Genetic algorithm

Genetic algorithm has been used in a number of scheduling problems [22,50,51]. In this algorithm,
a population of chromosomes is initially generated and the chromosomes undergo cross-over and
mutations across various generations. The chromosomes having high fitness values are retained
over successive generations. In our problem, a chromosome corresponds to a schedule or a set of
machines. We calculate the fitness of a chromosome as the reciprocal of the execution time of the
corresponding schedule. The algorithm is shown in Figure 2. As can be seen, we not only use
the performance model equation for evaluating the fitness of the chromosomes, but also during
mutations to generate better mutated chromosomes (lines 10–22).

4.3. Dynamic programming

Dynamic programming finds a solution to a problem in terms of solutions to a set of subproblems.
The overall solution is expressed as a recursive equation containing solutions to the smaller sub-
problems. For our problem of scheduling tightly coupled parallel application, we apply dynamic
programming to find the best schedule of n machines, schedn , in terms of the best schedule of
n − 1 machines, schedn−1. The recursive formulation we use for dynamic programming is shown
in Equation (2). t denotes the execution time for a schedule determined using the performance
model equation and minMc is the machine corresponding to the minimum of execution times of all
schedules constructed out of machines in schedn−1 and another machine. The algorithm is shown
in Figure 3. The schedule is constructed incrementally by starting with a schedule of one machine
most suitable for the application and adding machines, that give the best predicted execution time, to
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Figure 1. Simulated annealing (SA).

the schedule. At each stage of the algorithm, we also consider the second best schedule of machines
for the addition of machines in the next step (line 18). This is done to reduce the effects of local
minima.

schedn = {schedn−1,minMc} s.t.
t ({schedn−1,minMc}) = Mini /∈schedn−1 t ({schedn−1, i})

(2)

4.4. Box Elimination

The Box Elimination algorithm is based on the observation that the predicted execution time of an
application with a given problem size on a set of machines is expressed in Equation (1) in terms of
minAvgAvailCPU‡ (maximum CPU load) of the machines in the set, minAvgAvailBW (maximum

‡For description of the terms minAvgAvailCPU, minAvgAvailBW, AvgAvailCPU and AvgAvailBW used in this section, please
refer Section 3.
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Figure 2. Genetic algorithm (GA).

network load) of the links between the machines and number of machines in the set. Unlike
other algorithms, which search through a space of schedules of machines, the Box Elimination
algorithm searches through a space of hypothetical points, where each point corresponds to a
(minAvgAvailCPU, minAvgAvailBW, number of processors) tuple. Each hypothetical point is then
mapped to a schedule of machines whose minAvgAvailCPU and minAvgAvailBW values are greater
than and closest to the corresponding values in the hypothetical point. The strength of the algorithm
is in its ability to eliminate search space regions of hypothetical points based on a hypothetical
point that was searched. The elimination of the search space points is based on the characteristic of
the performance model function used in Equation (1) and is not possible in other algorithms where
the search space points are schedules or lists of machines§ .
The algorithm works on a 3-D box of grid points with each grid point corresponding to a

(minAvgAvailCPU, minAvgAvailBW, number of processors) tuple. The box is bounded on the x-axis

§The results for the other algorithms presented in this work should be considered as evaluations of implementations of
the algorithms that use the commonly used search space of schedules [23,52] and not as evaluations of the inherent
characteristics of the algorithms themselves.
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Figure 3. Dynamic programming (DP).

by (cpumin, cpumax ), the minimum and maximum, respectively, of AvgAvailCPU of all machines
in the cluster, on the y-axis by (bwmin, bwmax ), the minimum and maximum, respectively, of
AvgAvailBW of all the links, and on the z-axis by (Pmin = 1, Pmax = max procs). The x-axis
values are incremented in steps of 0.1. For y-axis values, we use different increment steps based on
the maximum bandwidth of the links. We use increment steps of 10Mbps for maximum bandwidths
of 100Mbps and 1Gbps, 50Mbps for maximum bandwidth of 5Gbps and 100Mbps for maximum
bandwidth of 10Gbps.
The algorithm, shown in Figure 4, begins by finding the center grid point, (cpuc, bwc, Pc)

of the 3-D box. This point is then mapped to a schedule of machines whose minAvgAvailCPU
and minAvgAvailBW values are greater than and closest to cpuc and bwc, respectively (line 4).
The schedule is then mapped back to a corresponding hypothetical point (cpug, bwg, Pg) in the
3-D box (line 6). Eight 3-D sub-boxes, SB1–SB8, are formed in the 3-D box with reference to
(cpug, bwg, Pg) as shown in Figure 5. The algorithm then repeatedly generates a random point in
the uncovered region of the 3-D box, finds closest schedule of machines and maps the schedule
to a hypothetical point in the box (lines 15–18). For a hypothetical grid point (cpuh, bwh, Ph) two
sub-boxes corresponding to two regions of search space are eliminated:

1. Sub-box bounded by (cpumin , bwmin , Pmin) and (cpuh, bwh, Ph). This elimination is based
on the observation that there exists no point (cpup ≤ cpuh, bwp ≤ bwh, Pp ≤ Ph) for which
the predicted execution time by Equation (1) is less than the predicted execution time for
(cpuh , bwh and Ph). Thus, the sub-box corresponds to a search space of poorer solutions.

2. Sub-box bounded by (cpuh, bwh, Ph) and (cpumax , bwmax , Pmax ). The elimination of this
sub-box is made possible by our mapping function, FindScheduleWithConstraints, shown
in Figure 6, that maps a hypothetical grid point, (cpugrid, bwgrid, Pgrid) to a schedule of
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machines defined by (cpureal ≥ cpugrid, bwreal ≥ bwgrid, Preal). This schedule is then mapped
to the closest grid point (cpuh, bwh, Ph). The mapping function uses heuristics and at-
tempts to maximize the number of processors with values of minAvgAvailCPU and minAv-
gAvailBW at least equal to cpugrid and bwgrid, respectively. Thus, the mapping function at-
tempts to minimize the number of schedules of machines in the sub-box that represents
schedules with minAvgAvailCPU and minAvgAvailBW and number of processors higher than
(cpuh, bwh, Ph).

The objective of the mapping function is to determine a maximal set of machines whose minAv-
gAvailCPU andminAvgAvailBW values, denoted by cpureal and bwreal, respectively, are greater than
cpugrid and bwgrid, respectively, such that the sub-box containing higher values of minAvgAvail-
CPU, minAvgAvailBW and number of processors will contain only few schedules and hence can be
eliminated. The mapping procedure has two phases. In the first phase (lines 5–17), a set of machines,
initSchedule, whose AvgAvailCPU values are ≥ cpugrid, is formed. However, the minAvgAvailBW
value of this set can be < bwgrid. Hence, the machines are successively removed from the set in a
number of steps until the minimum of the AvgAvailBW values of the links connecting the machines
in the set is ≥ bwgrid. In each step of removal, the machine with the greatest number of links whose
AvgAvailBW values are less than bwgrid is removed. The resulting set formed in the first phase
consists of machines whose minAvgAvailCPU and minAvgAvailBW values are greater than cpugrid
and bwgrid, respectively. However, this may not be the maximal set due to the heuristic followed in
choosing a machine for removal from initSchedule in a given step of the first phase. Hence, in the
second phase of the mapping procedure (lines 18–23), we incrementally add machines that were
removed in the first phase. In each step of addition, we choose a machine such that the minimum of
the AvgAvailBW of the links connecting the machine to the machines already in the set is ≥ bwgrid.
The final schedule of machines corresponds to (cpureal, bwreal, Preal) and are mapped to the closest
grid point in the 3-D box, (cpuh, bwh, Ph).
initSchedule represents a schedule with maximal number of machines whose minAvgAvailCPU

is at least equal to cpugrid. By choosing the machine with the greatest number of links whose
AvgAvailBW values are less than bwgrid for removal in the first phase, our mapping function attempts
to remove minimal number of machines from the maximal schedule, initSchedule. The mapping
function also attempts to increase the number of machines in the second phase by adding some
of the machines removed in the first phase. Hence, the region bounded by (cpuh, bwh, Ph) and
(cpumax , bwmax and Pmax ) that represent schedules with larger number of machines will have
only few valid schedules. Moreover, since cpureal and bwreal are lower bounds for a schedule
of machines, increasing any one of the lower bounds will only a lead to schedules with smaller
number of machines. Hence, for practical purposes and to explore a large number of valid good
schedules within a certain time, the sub-box denoting values larger than (cpuh, bwh, Ph) can be
eliminated. In Figure 5, the two eliminated sub-boxes, SB1 and SB8, corresponding to the grid-point
(cpug, bwg, Pg) are darkly shaded.
To generate random hypothetical points in the 3-D box, we use a Roulette-wheel-based mecha-

nism where the Roulette-wheel is initially formed of six equal-sized sectors corresponding to the
six sub-boxes, SB2–SB7, with reference to the grid point (cpug, bwg, Pg) shown in Figure 5. When
a generated random point in the 3-D box results in a schedule better than any of the previously
determined schedules, the sub-box containing the random point is determined, and the correspond-
ing sector in the Roulette wheel is enlarged. Thus, the probability of generating random points
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Figure 4. Box elimination (BE).

Figure 5. 3-D box of (cpu, bandwidth, processors) tuples for box elimination.

in the sub-box or regions containing good schedules or solutions increases over time. When the
search space in a sub-box is completely explored, its corresponding sector is eliminated in the
Roulette-wheel and the remaining sector sizes are adjusted so that the sum of the probabilities of
generating random points in the sectors equals 1.
Compared with other algorithms, the Box Elimination (BE) algorithm performs several steps in

processing a schedule due to generation of a random point of the 3-D box, mapping the point to a
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Figure 6. FindScheduleWithConstraints().

schedule using the iterative mapping procedure, mapping the schedule back to a grid point in the
box, elimination of sub-boxes and adjusting the Roulette wheel. However, the number of processed
schedules is less than the other algorithms due to the elimination mechanism followed.

5. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

We compared the various scheduling algorithms using both real experiments on 104 cores of an
Intel Xeon cluster and simulation experiments for larger number of cores or processors.

5.1. Real experiments

We evaluated our algorithms using the Molecular Dynamics (MD) application with 2400 molecules
on a 128-core cluster, consisting of 16 nodes, with each node consisting of two Intel Quad core
Xeon E5440 CPUs running at 2.83GHz. Each node has 16GB RAM, 500GB total hard disk
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capacity and runs Debian Etch (version 4.0) with Linux kernel 2.6.24. The nodes are connected by
Gigabit Ethernet through a 24-port Gigabit Ethernet switch. We used 104 cores and 13 nodes for
our experiments¶ .
For each experiment corresponding to an execution of the MD application, we introduced syn-

thetic CPU and network loads in the system by continuously executing synthetic CPU and network
loading programs on the cores in the background and maintained the loads for the duration of the
experiment. For CPU loading for an experiment, a set of cores was randomly chosen out of the
available 104 cores in the system and synthetic loading programs were run on the cores in the set.
The Unix command, taskset, was used to set the affinity of a CPU loading process to a particular
core. The amount of loading on each core was randomly varied by running a random number of
loading programs on the core such that the available CPU value of the core is varied between 6.5
and 72% of the total CPU. Small available CPU percentages imply large loading of the core. For
network loading, we used a loading program to introduce synthetic network loads on the links of
the system and to reduce the available bandwidths of the links. We introduced synthetic network
loads on the links connecting the cores of different nodes. For an experiment, a random number
(between 1 and 8) of source–destination pairs was chosen out of all possible source–destination
pairs in the system where the source and destination represent cores of different CPUs. Random
amounts of network loads were introduced on the links between the source–destination pairs by
running the synthetic network program so as to vary the available bandwidths of the links between
the cores from 2 to 80% of the total bandwidth capacities of the links. For executing a synthetic
network load between two cores of two different nodes, a 2-process MPI loading program was
executed on the CPUs of the nodes containing the two cores.
After loading the CPUs and network links for an experiment, we observed the available CPUs

and bandwidths of the processors and links, respectively, using NWS [46]. Each of the scheduling
algorithms was then invoked with these available CPUs and bandwidths along with the problem
size and the resulting schedules of machines determined by the algorithms were obtained. The
schedules determined by the algorithms were then compared by executing the MD application on
each of the schedules and observing the actual execution times on the schedules.
Figure 7(a) shows the actual execution times of the MD application with 2400 molecules for

different available times for scheduling. Figure 7(b) shows the corresponding predicted execution
times obtained from the performance models of MD application for the same schedules, problem
size and resource loads. Each bar in the figures corresponds to an average of 10 experiments.
A few observations can be made from the figures. We find that in all cases the dynamic algorithm

(DP) gives the best schedules with minimum execution times. The execution times corresponding to
the DP algorithm are about 8.5% less than the execution times corresponding to the box elimination
(BE) algorithm in all cases. This is because the DP algorithm is able to incrementally evaluate
different schedules and determine a good schedule within the allotted times for 104 cores or
processors. Our BE algorithm involves some randomness in the generation and evaluation of the
schedules. Hence, the schedules determined by the BE algorithm, though competent with the
schedules by the DP algorithm, result in slightly larger execution times. The random strategies

¶We used only MD application for the real experiments due to the limited system time we obtained on the 128-core system.
We have shown results with MD and three more applications in our simulation experiments of Section 5.2.
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Figure 7. Comparison of Algorithms in Terms of Actual and Predicted Execution Times for Different Times
Available for Scheduling on 104 Cores of Intel Xeon Cluster. Application: MD with 2400 molecules: (a) actual

execution times and (b) predicted execution times.
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employed by the simulated annealing (SA) and genetic algorithm (GA) were not able to converge
on good schedules in the time allotted to the algorithms and hence their execution times were
significantly higher than the DB and BE algorithms. We also find that contrary to our expectations,
the execution times do not decrease with the time available for scheduling. This is because all the
algorithms are able to converge to good schedules within 30 s for 104 cores. The algorithms are
not able to find better schedules with the availability of more time for scheduling.
The results also show that the predicted execution times shown in Figure 7(b) are highly accurate

and are within 10–30% of the actual execution times shown in Figure 7(a). This confirms the
conclusions in our previous work [45] regarding the accuracy of the performance models. We also
find that the relative differences between the predicted execution times of the schedules for the
different algorithms, as shown in Figure 7(b), match the relative differences between the actual
execution times shown in Figure 7(a). The predictions also show that the dynamic programming
algorithm gives the best schedules, the schedules by the box elimination algorithm are competent
with the schedules by the DP algorithm, the SA and GA algorithms give the worst performance,
and the execution times do not decrease with the availability of more time for scheduling. Thus,
the predicted execution times by the performance models can be used to adequately compare the
different algorithms for larger configurations.
The results in this section showed that the DP algorithm consistently gave the best performance.

However, we expect and show in the later experiments that for a large number of cores or algorithms,
the DP algorithm will give poorer schedules since the incremental evaluation of schedules followed
in the DP algorithm will not adequately evaluate schedules containing larger number of processors
within the allotted time for scheduling. The results in this section also showed that the availability
of more time for scheduling does not improve the quality of the schedules determined by the
algorithms. We claim that for larger number of processors, the algorithms will take more time to
determine good schedules and hence the execution times for the schedules will decrease with the
increasing times available for scheduling.
We verify these claims using simulation experiments to evaluate and compare the various algo-

rithms in terms of the predicted execution times of the schedules generated by the algorithms for
larger number of processors in the following subsections. We also investigate the impact of errors
in the predicted execution times on the quality of the schedules generated by the algorithms. The
simulation experiments are explained in the following subsections.

5.2. Simulation setup

We used the performance models of four parallel applications, namely, Molecular Dynamics
application (MD), Eigenvalue solver (eigen), Symmetric Successive Over-Relaxation (SSOR) and
Integer Sort (IS), for comparison of the scheduling algorithms. The performance model equations
for the applications were obtained for a 8-processor Intel Pentium IV cluster with each processor
having 2.8GHz CPU and the processors were connected by a 100Mbps switched Ethernet. In
our experiments, the available CPU values ranged from 0.1 to 1.0 where a value of 1.0 indicates
an unloaded processor. Thus, the available CPU of 0.75 for a processor in our simulation setup
represents an Intel processor that is one-fourth loaded.
We compared the performance of the algorithms for different clusters containing power-of-2

number of processors sizes ranging from 32 to 1024 processors. For a simulation experiment
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with a given cluster, we randomly chose the maximum available bandwidth of links in the clus-
ter to be one of 100Mbps, 1Gbps, 5Gbps and 10Gbps. We then randomly varied the available
bandwidth of each link to be within 20–80% of the maximum available bandwidth. For each
experiment, we also varied load percentage, the ratio of lightly, medium and heavily loaded ma-
chines. We randomly varied the available CPU to be within 0.701–1.0 for lightly loaded machines,
0.351–0.7 for medium loaded machines and 0.05–0.35 for heavily loaded machines. For each exper-
iment, the percentage of machines in a particular load category is randomly varied between 10 and
80% such that the sum of all the percentages equals 100. Since our algorithms are time-tunable,
we also experimented with different times needed for running the scheduling heuristics. For a
given cluster size, scheduling time and load percentage, we executed 50 experiments correspond-
ing to different CPU loads and report average performance of the scheduling algorithms for the
experiments.

5.3. Results

In the following subsections, we present various simulation results corresponding to the effects of
various resource parameters on the performance of scheduling. For brevity, we report the results
obtained with the parallel MD application‖.

5.3.1. Different resource parameters

Figure 8 shows the scalability of the scheduling algorithmswith the increasing number of processors.
We find that for 32 processors, all the algorithms were able to determine equivalent schedules in the
25 s allotted for scheduling. However, as the number of processors increases, we find that dynamic
programming (DP), with its intelligent incremental addition of nodes, and box elimination (BE)
method gave schedules with smaller execution times than the other algorithms.
We find that similar to the results for real experiments in Section 5.1, the DP algorithm gives good

schedules for small number of processors and scales well up to 256 processors where it reaches
saturation. For greater than 256 processors, its performance degrades with increasing number of
processors. This is due to the incremental addition of nodes to schedules in the DP algorithm where
the best schedules for i + 1 number of processors are formed from the best schedules for i number
of processors. The number of candidate schedules evaluated to determine a best schedule with i
processors from a total of N processors is C(N , i) and increases with N for a given i number of
processors. As N increases, the DP algorithm spends more time in finding the best schedule with
i number of processors. Thus, for a large number of processors, N , and for a given available time
for scheduling, the DP algorithm will not be able to explore sufficient candidate schedules with
larger number (greater than i) of processors and yields schedules with small number of processors.
We found in our experiments that for greater than 256 total number of processors, the DP algorithm
returned schedules with less than 256 processors and hence the execution times of the schedules
for 512 and 1024 total number of processors were greater than for 256 processors as shown in
Figure 8. We find that our BE algorithm scales very well with the increasing number of processors

‖We found that for all applications, the BE algorithm gave the best or near-best schedules.
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Figure 8. Scalability with processors. MD with 2048 molecules, 30% Lightly, 40% Medium and
30% Highly Loaded. Scheduling Time: 25 s.

and clearly outperforms the DP algorithm by about 70% for larger number of processors. This is
because the BE algorithms eliminate large numbers of search space regions corresponding to poor
schedules. Thus, as claimed in Section 5.1, the DP algorithm can give efficient schedules only for
small number of processors.

5.3.2. Times needed for scheduling

Figures 9(a) and (b) compare the algorithms when different times are allotted for scheduling.
We find that unlike the results for real experiments shown in Section 5.1, the execution times
of the schedules decrease with the increasing times available for execution. Thus, as claimed in
Section 5.1, the time available for scheduling impacts the quality of the schedules for higher number
of processors. The SA and GA algorithms, due to randomness in schedule generation, were not able
to generate significantly better schedules even with the increase in the times allotted for scheduling.
We find that our BE algorithm is able to generate highly efficient schedules even with 2 s. This is
due to its procedure of finding a center point in its 3-D grid and the associated eliminations of large
search space regions. We find that the execution times of the schedules by DP algorithm decrease
with increased times allotted for scheduling and approach the performance of our BE algorithm
especially on 256 processors. However, we find that on 256 processors, the DP algorithm reaches
saturation at 90 s and does not perform better than our BE algorithm even for higher scheduling
times. We find in Figure 9(b) that the schedules generated by our BE algorithm in 2 s are more
efficient than the schedules generated by the DP algorithm in 3min.
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Figure 9. Performance of algorithms with different times available for scheduling for 256 and 512
processors. Application: MD with 2048 molecules, 30% Lightly, 40% Medium and 30% Highly Loaded:

(a) 256 Processors and (b) 512 Processors.
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5.3.3. Robustness against prediction errors

We also compared the algorithms in terms of the robustness [24] or sensitivities of the execution
times for their schedules against the errors due to performance models. We modified our algorithms
such that while evaluating the schedules by using performance model equations, we perturbed
the predicted execution times by a random percentage in the interval [−p, +p], where p is the
maximum percentage error. We then compared the schedules generated by the modified algorithms
with the schedules generated by the unmodified algorithms in terms of the unperturbed predicted
execution times using our performance models.
Figures 10(a) and (b) show the execution times and the percentage increase in the execution

times for various values of prediction error intervals. We observe that the execution times of
the schedules for the SA and DP algorithms are highly sensitive to prediction errors since their
percentages in increase of execution times increase with the amount of prediction errors. Although
the GA algorithm is robust against performance modeling errors, it gives poor schedules irrespective
of the prediction errors. Our BE algorithm shows a marginal increase in the execution times while
generating high quality schedules. We also make an interesting observation for the SA algorithm in
certain cases. The schedules of the SA algorithm in these cases were found to be better with errors
in the performance modeling-based predictions. This happens when an algorithm using accurate
predictions has missed evaluating several good quality solutions in the search space. These points
in the search space are evaluated by chance when the algorithm uses perturbed predicted values.

5.3.4. Different applications

Figure 11 shows the performance of the different scheduling algorithms for different applications
with different performance model equations. We observe a very interesting phenomenon in the
graph. We find that the relative performance of the different scheduling algorithms depends on the
application that is scheduled. For example, we find that the DP algorithm gives the worst schedules
for eigenvalue problems although it gives good schedules for the other applications. This is because
the eigenvalue application is highly scalable with processors. The DP algorithm that incrementally
adds nodes to the schedule spends most of its efforts in schedules with smaller number of processors.
We also find that the SA algorithm gives significantly better schedules than the GA for the SSOR
application when compared with other applications. This graph shows that the existing optimization
techniques, that have been evaluated for different number of processors and loads, will have to be
reevaluated for different objective functions. We find that our BE algorithm performs better than
the other algorithms for all applications except for the eigenvalue problem, where the schedules
generated by it have slightly higher execution times than the execution times corresponding to the
SA and GA algorithms.

5.3.5. Multi-cluster experiment

In this experiment, we randomly generated 1100 multi-cluster setups and compared the performance
of the algorithms for each setup. For each multi-cluster setup, we invoked each algorithms on each
cluster. For a given algorithm, we chose the schedule generated by the algorithm for a cluster that
gave the overall minimum execution time of all schedules generated by the algorithm in all clusters
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Figure 10. Effect of Prediction Errors on Scheduling for 512 processors. Application: MD with 2048 molecules,
30% Lightly, 40% Medium and 30% Highly Loaded, Time for Scheduling: 25 s. (a) Effect of prediction errors

on execution times and (b) effect of prediction errors on percentage increase in execution times.

of the setup. We then compared the algorithms on the basis of the overall minimum execution
times. For these experiments, we used the performance modeling equation of Molecular Dynamics
(MD) application. We use U [x, y] to denote uniform probability distribution in the interval (x, y).
For randomly generating each multi-cluster setup, we generated U [4, 15] number of clusters and
U [32, 1024] number of processors in each cluster. In order to simulate heterogeneity of processors
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Figure 11. Scheduling different applications on 512 processors. Problem sizes: 2048 (MD), 10 000 (Eigen), 3328
(SSOR), 400 000 (IS). 30% Lightly, 40% Medium and 30% Highly Loaded. Time for Scheduling: 25 s.

in different clusters, we used a random cpu scaling factor from the set (0.6, 0.8, 1.0, 1.2, 1.4)∗∗ for
each cluster, and multiplied the coefficients of computational complexity of the performance model
equation with the scaling factor. We also chose the maximum bandwidth of links in a cluster to be
one of 100Mbps, 1Gbps, 5Gbps and 10Gbps. Finally, for each cluster, we also randomly fixed
the percentages of lightly, medium and heavily loaded machines in the cluster. We used scheduling
time of 25 s for these experiments.
Table I summarizes the performance of difference algorithms for the multi-cluster experiments.

We find that the average execution time of schedules generated by our BE algorithm is much
smaller than the execution times of the other algorithms in terms of both arithmetic and geometric
means. For each multi-cluster setup, we also compared the best of the other algorithms and our
BE algorithm in terms of execution times of the schedules. The average difference in the execution
times between our BE algorithm and the best of the other algorithms was 43% and the minimum
and maximum differences were −4 and 82%, respectively. Out of the 1100 experiments, our BE
algorithm did not give the minimum execution times only in 12 cases in which the DP algorithm
gave the minimum times. In these 12 cases, the maximum difference in execution times of DP and
BE algorithms was only 4%.
In order to determine the effect of heterogeneity of different clusters in a multi-cluster setup on

the performance of the algorithm, we calculated the weight of a cluster as a product of number
of machines, the cpu scaling factor and the percentage of lightly and medium loaded machines in
the cluster. Clusters with larger weights are expected to yield better schedules. We then calculated
the ratio of the maximum and the minimum weight for a multi-cluster setup. Higher values of this

∗∗The scaling factors are chosen from a small range since the CPU speeds of modern processors vary by small amounts.
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Table I. Multi-cluster setup.

Algorithm Arithmetic Mean (s) Std. Dev. (s) Geometric Mean (s)

SA 188.42 44.908 183.34
GA 217.41 49.46 212.19
DP 124.53 21.45 122.9
BE 71.29 27.22 66.96
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Figure 12. Effect of cluster heterogeneity in a multi-cluster setup.

ratio indicate greater heterogeneity between the clusters. We divided the 1100 multi-cluster setups
into different groups such that setups in the same group have the same ratio. Figure 12 shows the
average performance of the algorithms for different groups of ratio values. We find that with the
increasing ratio of maximum to minimum cluster weight or with increasing heterogeneity, our BE
algorithm gives schedules of the decreasing execution times. This behavior is expected because with
increasing differences in the capacities of the clusters, an efficient scheduling algorithm should be
able to demarcate the lower and higher capacity clusters better and hence choose schedules from the
clusters of higher capacities or large weight values. However, this behavior is not observed for other
algorithms since these algorithms sometimes choose schedules from clusters of lower capacities.

6. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we have devised a novel scheduling algorithm called Box Elimination that uses the
performance model of a tightly coupled parallel application to schedule the applicationon a single
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or a multi-cluster setup. By treating the search space as a set of performance model parameters and
eliminating regions containing poor solutions, our algorithm is able to generate efficient schedules
withminimum execution times for the application. Bymeans of a large number of real and simulation
experiments, we have shown that our algorithm generates schedules with up to 80% less execution
times than the other popular algorithms. We have also shown that performance predictions errors
have the least effect on the quality of the schedules generated by our algorithm.

7. FUTURE WORK

We plan to extend our scheduling algorithms to dedicated batch systems by considering the effects
of different queue waiting times for schedules with different number of processors. We also plan
to devise job scheduling algorithms to schedule a set of parallel applications on multiple clusters
for simultaneous executions with the objective of minimizing the average response times of the
applications. We also plan to build performance modeling-based rescheduling techniques for multi-
phase tightly coupled applications.
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